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a b s t r a c t
A numerical analysis is carried out to explore the variety of flow structures induced inside a conducting
fluid emerging from the interaction of an electric current source with an external axial magnetic field.
Results are obtained for Shercliff (S) numbers up to 1010 and Hartmann (Ha) numbers up to 115, for
a single magnetic Prandtl number of Pm = 8.6 × 10−7 . Depending on these numbers, very different
swirling flow patterns are predicted. Transitions seem to be solely controlled by two dimensionless
ratios Γ = Ha/(PmS)1/2 and N = Ha6 Pm/S.
For low Γ , vortex-breakdown, tornados and cyclones are obtained. These MHD tornados are
found to be very similar in structure to atmospheric tornados. A slight increase in Γ results in the
transformation of the tornado into a cyclone which rotates at relatively constant angular velocity.
Surprisingly for further increase in Ha, the cyclone is restructured into an inverted tornado. The induced
currents are found to be at the origin of this phenomenon. For large N, a Hartmann swirling flow
occurs which is associated with almost vertical electric current lines. In this regime, both poloidal
and azimuthal flows are damped, and remain mainly present in the forcing region at the edge of the
electric current column. These results may be of relevance for the understanding of flow structures
in the atmosphere, in aluminum reduction cells, electro-metallurgical processes, and in liquid metal
batteries.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. This is an open access article under the CC BY
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
The combined use of electric current sources and axial magnetic field is a popular method to generate swirling Magnetohydrodynamic(MHD) flows [1]. Radial current interacts with an
axial magnetic field to drive the flow in the tangential direction. Depending on the magnitude of the current and the magnetic field, different laminar and turbulent flow phenomena were
observed.
Based on literature, phenomena can be differentiated into
two very different groups depending on the intensity of applied
current and axial external magnetic field.
In the first group, low current (<10 A) and high magnetic
field (>0.1T) were used to study instabilities in electrolytes and
liquid metals. Using electrolytes Antar et al. [2] and Pérez-Barrera
et al. [3,4] investigated new instabilities in which leads to the
formation of traveling anticyclone vortices. In liquid metals, induced currents can reach a similar magnitude to the applied one.
Sommeria et al. [5,6] injected low current in a thin liquid mercury
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layer in the presence of external axial magnetic field. In presence
of a relatively high external magnetic field, the applied current
was solely constricted to flow in the Hartmann layer and inducing
an electrical azimuthal vortex. Messadek et al. [7] studied experimentally the MHD shear layer and the importance of Hartmann
layer in turbulence and energy dissipation. The study covered a
wide range of current and intensive axial magnetic field up to 6 T.
Strong poloidal damping, restructuration of the main flow, and
a two-dimensional turbulence aligned with the magnetic field
were observed [5,7]. When a mechanically driven swirling flow
is subjected to axial magnetic fields, the Lorentz force brakes the
radial velocity and so the poloidal field [8–10]. If the magnitude of
the magnetic field is sufficiently high, the Ekman layer resulting
from the equilibrium between the centrifugal and viscous forces
is replaced by the Hartmann layer expressed by an equilibrium
between electromagnetic and viscous forces [8,9]. If the magnetic
field magnitude exceeds a critical value, numerical studies have
shown that the poloidal hydrodynamical vortex breakdown is
suppressed by the magnetic field [10–13]. Kharicha et al. [12]
have shown the existence of an electromagnetic vortex breakdown built by the poloidal induced electric current lines. No clear
correlation in shape and position was found between this new
electromagnetic vortex and the hydrodynamical one [13].
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2. Model

In the second group, strong current (>100 A) with low magnetic field(<10 mT) have attracted the attention of many researchers working on industrial processes such as electroslag
remelting process [14,15], electric arc furnaces [16–18], aluminum reduction cells [19] and liquid metal batteries [20]. In
these processes, current up to 105 A are used to heat or to
promote electrochemical transfer at electrolyte–metal boundaries. Physically, when a sufficiently strong current is applied
through a conducting material, a poloidal flow known as Electrovortex (EVF) emerges from the Lorentz force resulting from the
interaction between the electric current and its self-magnetic
field. Depending on the medium and the electric current density,
these forces can lead to negligible secondary flows up to potent
electro-vortex jets. One of the first studies on EVF in liquid metal
was performed by Shercliff [21] which predicted the formation
of electro-vortex flow (EVF) when concentrated current passes
through liquid metals. For very high current and small electrodes,
Bojaverics et al. [22] observed experimentally the apparition of
swirl. The presence of the earth magnetic field was assumed to be
the origin of the tangential driving of the flow. Kharicha et al. [23]
confirmed through numerical simulation of the Bojarevics’ s experiment that small magnetic fields like the earth magnetic field
are capable of inducing strong swirling flow, despite a ratio
of 1 to 100 between tangential and poloidal Lorentz forces. In
another study, Kharicha et al. [24] performed an experimental
and numerical study on a liquid metal cylindrical container to
analyze the effect of MHD. In the study, it was observed that
a small external magnetic field can significantly affect the flow
pattern inside the liquid metal. A tornado was generated at the
axis of symmetry. Several further studies have confirmed the
extreme sensitivity of the electro-vortex on the applied axial
magnetic field magnitude [25,26]. K. Liu et al. [27] compared
experimental measurements of an EVF, with simulations. Good
agreement was achieved only if the presence of a small axial
magnetic field was assumed to be present. The study concluded
that external magnetic fields alters and damps the flow as the
field increases. This mechanism of poloidal electro-vortical flow
suppression in an electro-vortex flow has been verified in a liquid
metal experiment performed by Kolesnichenko et al. [28]. They
showed for the first time the important role of the centrifugal
forces in counteracting the Lorentz forces.
Herreman et al. [29] studied the effect of electro-vortex flows
inside liquid metal batteries in single and multiphase fluid systems. Herreman et al. [30], evaluated the impact of external
magnetic field inside liquid metal batteries during discharge at
high rate ≈ 1–10 kA. The study showed that a low axial magnetic
field 1–10 mT allows efficient mixing of the liquid alloy. A 2D axisymmetric simulation in additions to 3D DNS (Direct Numerical
Simulation) simulations was conducted. The results showed that
both simulation trials lead to similar magnitudes of velocity.
Strong vortical flow patterns were also obtained in a nonaxisymmetric configuration by Kenjereš [31]. It consisted in combining a horizontal DC electric current over an arrays of permanent magnets. The MHD generated turbulence was found to
greatly enhance the heat transfer at walls.
From the aforementioned literature, it is clear that extremely
different flow structures may develop depending on both intensities of the applied current and imposed magnetic field. Interestingly, all of these flows show a strong tendency in 2D or 3D axis
symmetricity. Herein, we present a 3D axisymmetric MHD model.
The 3D electromagnetic field is solved with only 2 equations, the
induction and the magnetic potential in the tangential direction.
For a specific cylindrical geometry, we explore the swirling flows
generated by a wide range of applied currents and axial magnetic
field magnitudes.

In this study, the physical configuration resembles a 3D axisymmetric model consisting of a cylindrical electrically conducting bath in direct contact with a solid and a liquid electrode.
The applied current enters the domain from the top boundary
(top electrode), and leaves it from a small bottom electrode.
The electric current density is assumed uniform at the bottom
boundary of the small electrode (Fig. 1). All other boundaries
are considered to be electrically insulated. The interface with
the top liquid electrode is assumed flat and steady. The poloidal
applied current generates a self-magnetic field in the azimuthal
direction. An external axial magnetic field of intensity BZ 0 is
applied. The insulator and the electrode region are included in the
computational domain to simplify the boundary conditions for
the magnetic potential equation. The dimensions of the domain
are taken such that the ratio of the electrodes radius, as well as
the electrode to the height of the domain is 1 to 5. The aspect
ratio of the present geometry is the same as the one used in liquid
metal batteries by Herreman et al. [29]. Fig. 1(a) represent the
3D geometry, and Fig. 1(b) illustrates the domain composed of
three regions: the electrically conducting liquid, electrode, and
non-conducting enclosure. The mesh consists of 220,000 finite
volume elements.
2.1. Governing equations
The flow inside the conducting liquid is treated as an isothermal flow. In addition to the continuity and Navier–Stokes, the induction equations are solved in cylindrical coordinates to predict
the electric current density and magnetic fields. The effect of the
turbulence is estimated with the SAS-SST K-omega model [32].
The fluid flow equations are described by the continuity and
Navier–Stokes equations:

∇ · u⃗ = 0,

(1)

⃗ is the fluid velocity vector field.
u
∂ u⃗
+ ρ⃗u · ∇ u⃗ = − ∇ p + µ∇ 2 u⃗ + ⃗J × B⃗,
(2)
∂t
⃗ stand for pressure, density, effective viscosity, electric
p, ρ , µ, ⃗J, B

ρ

current density, and magnetic field, respectively. Assuming axisymmetric condition, the electromagnetic problem can be solved
solely from the tangential component of the magnetic field Bθ ,
and the magnetic potential vector Aθ .

∂ Bθ
1
∂
Bθ
∂
∂
+ u⃗ · ∇ Bθ =
∇ 2 Bθ + (
)−
(uθ Bz ) −
(uθ Br ) ,
∂t
σ µ0
∂ r σ µ0 r
∂z
∂r
(3)
where σ is the electrical conductivity and µ0 vacuum magnetic
permeability.
The magnetic potential equation is needed to calculate the
effect of applied axial magnetic field through solving Aθ equation
to calculate Bz and Br .

∂ Aθ
1
∂ 1
ur A θ
+ σ u⃗ .∇ Aθ = ∇ ( ∇ Aθ ) + (
)Aθ − σ (
).
(4)
∂t
µ0
∂ r r µ0
r
The poloidal components of the electric current (Jr , Jz ) can be
σ

extracted from the tangential magnetic field Bθ , while Jθ can be
extracted solely from Aθ :

⎧
1 ∂ Bθ
⎪
⎪
jr = −
⎪
⎪
µ
⎪
0 ∂z
⎪
⎨
1
∂ Aθ
∂ Aθ
ur ∂ (rAθ )
⃗J =
∇ × B⃗ →
jθ = −σ (
+ uz
+
)
⎪
µ0
∂
t
∂
z
r ∂r
⎪
⎪
⎪
1 ∂ (rBθ )
⎪
⎪
⎩ jz =
r µ0 ∂ r
91

(5)
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Fig. 1. (a) 3D view of domain. (b) Geometry of the 2D axisymmetric space: R = 1; H = L = R2 = 5.

H2
+ S 2 (⃗Jr ,z × B⃗θ ) + a (⃗Jθ × B⃗r ,z )

In the similar way the radial and axial component of the magnetic
field can be extracted:

⎧
∂ Aθ
⎪
⎨ Br = −
∂z
⃗ = ∇ × A⃗ →
B
⎪
⎩ Bz = 1 ∂ (rAθ )
r ∂r

Pm

∂ Bθ
Ha
∂ (Uθ Bz ) ∂ (rUθ Br )
1 2
Bθ
+ U⃗.∇ Bθ = − √
(
+
)+
∇ Bθ − 2
∂t
∂
z
∂
r
P
r
Pm
Pm S
m

(6)

(9)

The 3D components of the Lorentz force are then obtained by
crossing the electric currents (Jr , Jθ , Jz ) and magnetic field (Br , Bθ , Bz )
components.
To generalize the study, non-dimensionalization of the equations is performed to get a more general solution in accordance
with dimensions of the physical domain. The following scales are
considered for the non-dimensionalization [29]:

[l] = R; [t ] =

R2 ρ

µ

; [u] =

µ
µ2
µ0 I
; [p] =
; [Bθ ] =
;
Rρ
ρ R2
2π R

[Aθ ] = RBZ 0

(7)

Here, we distinguish between the self-induced magnetic Bθ induced by the applied current and the induced poloidal magnetic field (Br , Bz ) which is generated by the fluid motion in the
presence of applied field BZ 0 and imposed current.
I stands for the total applied electric current. For the sake of
simplicity, the dimensionless symbols for the magnetic field and
the magnetic potential are kept the same (Aθ , Br , Bθ , Bz ).
The dimensionless equations are:

∂ U⃗
+ U⃗ .∇ U⃗ = −∇ P + ∇ 2 U⃗ + Ha
∂t

√

S
Pm

(8)

∂ Aθ
1 2
1 Aθ
Ur Aθ
+ U⃗ .∇ Aθ =
∇ Aθ −
−
∂t
Pm
Pm r 2
r

(10)

Dimensionless numbers Ha, S, Pm are defined as follows:
S=

µ0 I 2
;
4π 2 ν 2 ρ

√
Ha = Bext R

σ
;
µ

Pm =

σ µ0 µ
ρ

(11)

S represents the ratio between the Lorentz force produced by the
electric current source and viscous forces. The Hartmann number
represents the ratio of Lorentz force produced by the induced
current to viscous forces. S scales the effect of induced magnetic
field on the system while Ha characterizes the effect of poloidal
magnetic field. Pm is the magnetic Prandtl number.
2.2. Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for Bθ and Aθ are applied at the external boundaries and at some internal boundaries. If we integrate
radially the dimensionless form of the Ampere’s law (Eq. (5))
over a horizontal surface section, we obtain a relation that can
be used to define accurately the boundary condition for Bθ at the
fluid/insulator interface:
r

∫

⃗r ,z )
(⃗Jr ,z × B

⃗J · dS⃗ =
0

92

r

∫

∇ × B⃗ · dS⃗ → Bθ (r) =
0

1
r

,

(12)
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Table 1
List of boundary conditions for Bθ, Aθ and flow.
Boundary

Bθ

Aθ

field (Br ,z ). In contrast, (Bθ ) influences the poloidal field indirectly
through (Ur , Uz ). The intensity of√the electromagnetic coupling
depends directly on the ratio Ha / Pm S (see Eq. (9)).

Flow

Bottom electrode/Fluid

Uz = Ur = Uθ = 0

Top electrode

∂ Bθ
=0
∂z

Interface (Fluid/insulator)

Bθ =

Axis

Bθ = 0

∂ Aθ
=0
∂z

1
r
Aθ = 0

1

Side wall

Bθ =

Bottom walls

∂ Bθ
=0
∂z

Aθ =

5

5
2

3. Numerical methods and validation

∂ Ur
∂ Uθ
=
= Uz = 0
∂r
∂r
∂ Ur
∂ Uθ
=
= Uz = 0
∂r
∂r
∂ Uz
= 0 ; Ur = Uθ = 0
∂r

The equations are solved using a finite volume method. The
mesh has been refined several time until no change in the solution number is achieved. Our investigation explores the coupling and interaction between two extreme MHD phenomena,
the electro-vortical flows (High S, Ha = 0), and Hartmann flows
(High Ha, low S). Thus, it is necessary to test these two extremes.
The validations (Fig. 2) were successfully performed on the geometry and data of Herreman et al. [29] (S ≤106 , Ha = 0) and
Sommeria [5] S = 7, Ha = 237). These two validations ensure
that the two kinds of MHD (electro-vortical and Hartmann flows)
are correctly predicted by our model.

Uz = Ur = Uθ = 0

∂ Aθ
=0
∂z

where dS⃗ is a unit surface vector and r the radial coordinate of the
electrically insulating boundary element. The expression Eq. (12)
gives also the conditions Bθ = 0.2(r = R2 = 5) at the side wall
and Bθ = 1(r = R = 1) at the electrode/insulator (see Table 1).
The same kind of integration is operated on the Eq. (6) for Aθ
until the radial position of the side wall:

∫

⃗ · dS⃗ =
B

∫

4. Results
Simulations will cover the range S = 102 –1010 for a Hartmann
number up to 115. The magnetic Prandtl number is fixed to
Pm = 8.6 ×10−7 , a typical value corresponding to a moderately
conducting liquid metal like iron.
In Figs. 2–13 results are given in term of electric current,
Lorentz force, velocity and pressure fields. The resulting dimensionless poloidal and azimuthal velocities can be used to define
Reynolds and Taylor numbers. We choose to define a Reynolds
number based on the volume (V) average of the Poloidal kinetic
energy:

∇ × A⃗ · dS⃗ → Bz π R22 = 2π R2 Aθ (r = R2 )

→ Aθ (r = R2 ) =

Bz R2
2

.

(13)

Numerically Eq. (13) gives Aθ (r = R2 ) = 52 at the side wall. This
integration assumes that inside the bath, the axial magnetic field
does not deviate sensibly from the applied field (in dimensionless
form Bz ≈ 1). The two Ampere’s laws (Eqs. (5)–(6)) also imply
that Bθ = Aθ = 0 at the axis (r = 0). On horizontal top and
bottom boundaries, the electromagnetic field is assumed to not
∂A
∂B
change in the axial direction. ∂ zθ = ∂ zθ = 0. At the bottom
electrode boundary, a uniform current density is automatically
∂B
obtained by the use of ∂ zθ = 0 as boundary condition. The
reason lies first in (a) the imposition of Bθ = 1 at the electrode/insulator which forces the current to flow vertically, and
(b) in the sufficiently long and uniformly conducting electrode (L
= 5).
Slipping conditions are applied to the fluid/insulator interface
and the top electrode. Non slipping conditions is applied to all
other walls.
Boundary conditions for the flow and electromagnetic field are
summarized in Table 1.

Re2 =

∫

2

(Ur2 + Uz2 )dV /

∫
dV

(14)

And a Taylor number based on the volume average of the angular
kinetic energy:
Ta2 =

1
2

∫

Uθ2 dV /

∫
dV

(15)

Evolutions of the (resulting) Reynolds and Taylor numbers are
displayed in Figs. 11–12.
From the Reynolds and Taylor number, two magnetic Reynolds
numbers can be calculated. A poloidal and angular magnetic
Reynolds number can be obtained from the products Pm Re and
Pm Ta. In the present study both remains smaller than 10−1 .
Outside the liquid domain the applied magnetic field is purely
⃗ = (Br = 0, Bz = BZ 0 ). Within
axial without radial component B
the fluid, when the flow is strong enough the poloidal magnetic
⃗ext = (Br ̸= 0, Bz ̸= BZ 0 ), and so a radial magfield can be bent B
netic field comes into existence. This effect has been fully taken
into account by the model. However, in the present study even for
the largest S (strongest flow), the radial component Br remains
much smaller compared to the axial component. The reason lies
in the fact that the poloidal magnetic Reynolds number remains
much smaller than 1.
In Fig. 13, the flow pattern map reports the occurrence of rope
tornado, tornado, cyclone, inverted tornado, and Hartmann flow
for each of the explored (S, Ha) couple. For the sake of illustration,
schematic of flow pattern exhibiting clear 3D structures are given
in Fig. 14.
Before discussing the physical mechanisms in action, a short
overview of these flow patterns is given from the lowest to the
highest Ha values:

2.3. The Lorentz forces
The Lorentz force can be separated in three contributions: (1)
⃗θ drives the poloidal flow and generates the electroS 2⃗Jr ,z × B
H2

⃗r ,z is generated by the
vortex flow, (2) the Hartmann term P a ⃗Jθ × B
m
interaction of tangential induced currents with the poloidal
mag√
netic field, it usually damps the poloidal fields. (3) Ha

1

⃗ ×B⃗r ,z

S
J
Pm r ,z

is the source of angular momentum. In the present study, the
flow slightly disturbs the applied axial magnetic field, the radial component remains much smaller than the axial component
Br ≪ Bz ∼ 1. However, the space–time variation of Aθ cannot
be neglected, it describes the induced electric current Jθ in the
tangential direction which will be responsible of the damping
of the poloidal flow at high Hartmann numbers. The poloidal
⃗ × B⃗θ and U⃗ ×
induced current can be divided in two parts, U
⃗r ,z . They are included and ‘‘mixed’’ inside the Bθ equation (see
B
Eq. (9)).
There is a physical separation between the poloidal and tangential magnetic fields, (Bθ ) is directly influenced by the poloidal

(1) Electro-vortex flow: close to the bottom electrode, a converging flow produces a powerful jet towards the top electrode (Fig. 3). The electric current lines enter the domain
from the top anode electrode, and converges towards the
93
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Fig. 2. Validation of the model (a) comparison with Herreman et al. [29] with H = 1; R = 0.2, R2 = 1 for Ha = 0; (b) comparison with Sommeria [5] with H =
15.36, R = 1, R2 = 48 for S = 6.86 and Ha = 237.

Fig. 3. Electro-vortex. Flow distribution for Ha = 0 for different value of S. Poloidal velocity vector field and magnitude. Position of the bottom electrode is marked
in black.
94
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Fig. 4. Rope tornado (S = 1010 , Ha = 0.01).

small cathode at the bottom (Fig. 10). Through the Lorentz
force, flow recirculation emerges all over the domain with
a higher velocity near the axis. Due to the absence of any
forces in the azimuthal direction, this flow is purely 2D.
(2) Rope tornado and vortex breakdown: Azimuthal velocity is
concentrated at the axis of symmetry (Fig. 4) by the strong
electro vortex flow. The length of the electro-vortex jet
along the axis decreases with increasing magnetic field. At
some Hartmann number, the rope tornado is interrupted
by the apparition of a vortex breakdown. This poloidal vortex rotates in the opposite direction to the electro-vortex
(Fig. 5).

(3) Tornado: The vortex breakdown further extends and pushes
the electro-vortex out of the axis region. The surface of the
tornado which is defined by the region of high swirl, is
localized at the boundary between the electro-vortex and
vortex breakdown. The vortex Breakdown occupies all the
inside volume of the tornado, a downdraft flow hit the
electrode (Fig. 6).
(4) Cyclone: For a sufficiently high magnetic field, the swirl
forcing further opens the ‘‘mouth ‘‘of the tornado. The
electro-vortex is pushed towards the top extremity; vortex
breakdown occupies almost the entire volume. Compared
to tornado, the entire volume rotates at relatively uniform
angular velocity (Fig. 7). The maximum azimuthal velocity
95
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Fig. 5. Vortex breakdown development at the top of a rope tornado (S = 1010 , Ha = 0.1). (1) Vortex breakdown (2) Position at which the rope tornado is interrupted.

5. Discussion and physical mechanisms

is located at a certain radius position. For the highest Hartmann numbers this position is located at the close vicinity
of the lateral wall (Fig. 7). However even stronger angular
velocities can occur locally close to the bottom and top
boundary layers.
(5) Inverted Tornado: Within the heart of the cyclone, a new
stable vortex breakdown appears near the bottom electrode. Here also the vortex breakdown extends all along the
axis until reaching the upper boundary. This new vortex
breakdown concentrates enough angular momentum to
give birth to an inverted tornado within a still existent
cyclone (Fig. 8).
(6) Hartmann swirling flow: For the highest Hartmann numbers, the poloidal flow is strongly damped. The azimuthal
flow is mainly present in the forcing region and at the
surface of the bath/insulator interface (Fig. 9).

5.1. Scalings
The dynamic of this system can be understood by considering the equilibrium between 4 forces, the centrifugal force and
three electromagnetic forces, i.e. the poloidal Lorentz force, the
azimuthal Lorentz force and the Hartmann damping.
As previously mentioned, the intensity of the coupling between the poloidal and azimuthal magnetic fields is controlled
√
by the ratio of applied to self-magnetic fields: Γ = Ha / Pm S
(see Eq. (10)).
Without magnetic field the flow scales linearly with S for
S<103 , and with S 1/2 for S>104 (Fig. 2). In these scalings, the
Lorentz forces are first balanced by the viscous stresses. For the
larger Reynolds numbers they are balanced by the inertial forces.
96
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Fig. 6. Tornado (S = 106 , Ha = 0.01).

The ratio of fields Γ controls the transition between (1) the
rope tornado and tornado with Γ ≈ 10−3 and (2) the transition
between tornado and cyclones with Γ ≈ 10−2 (Fig. 13).
(b) High Ha numbers
For high Ha, the azimuthal flow results from the equilibrium
between the azimuthal forcing and the Hartmann damping:

(a) Low Ha numbers
If a magnetic field is introduced, an equilibrium between the
centrifugal force and the azimuthal Lorentz force can take place
which leads to the following scaling for the azimuthal velocity:

√
⃗ .∇ U⃗ ∼ Ha
U

S
Pm

√
⃗r ,z ) ⇒ Uθ2 ∼ Ha
(⃗Jr ,z × B

S
Pm

√

(16)

Ha

As shown in Fig. 12, this trend is relatively well respected by some

S
Pm

∼

Ha2
Pm

Uθ ⇒ Uθ ∼

1
Ha

√

S
3
Pm

(17)

The term (1/Ha) predicts the saturation and a decrease of the
azimuthal kinetic energy for large values of Ha (Fig. 12).

of the data.
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Fig. 7. Cyclone (S = 1010 , Ha = 10).

The radial momentum is driven by the equilibrium between

Which allows us to define a dimensionless poloidal interaction
number:

the centrifugal force and the Hartmann damping force:
Uθ2 ∼

Ha2
Pm

Ur

N =

(18)

S

=

Ha6 Pm
S

(20)

tornado and the Hartmann swirling flow occurs clearly for N

velocity:

2 H4
Pm
a

Ur2

The results show that the transition between cyclone/inverse

Based on (Eq. (17)), we can estimate a scaling for the radial

Ur ∼

Ha2 Ur /Pm

∼const (S ∼ Ha6 ) (Fig. 13). The transition between cyclone/inverse
tornado flows deviates sensibly from N ∼const, the boundary
seems to follow S ∼ Ha4.5 .

(19)
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Fig. 8. Inverted tornado (S = 1010 , Ha = 115.4).

the highest value of the force. This explains the strong jet that
emerges in this area. The impact of the jet on the top of the
domain creates the global vortex. Due to the absence of any forces
in the azimuthal direction, the flow is purely 2D. The main flow
and electric current densities show similar distribution along the
whole range of S.
The presence of an external axial magnetic field makes the
flow three dimensional. The radial currents interact with the axial
magnetic field inducing a new Lorentz force which is the source
of swirling. The angular momentum is then transported by the
poloidal flow in the meridional plane.
For Γ <10−3 , this transport leads to the apparition of a thin
rope tornado resulting from the swirl confinement at the axis

5.2. Physical mechanisms
For Ha = 0, the flow is driven by the electro-vortex. It basically
emerges when a non-uniform electric current flows inside a conducting fluid. The current interacts with its self-induced magnetic
field to create a Lorentz force that acts only in the radial and axial
directions. This force drives a strong upward jet. Conservation of
mass induces the global flow known as electro-vortex. This flow
can be clearly observed in this study in the absence of external
magnetic field (Ha = 0) and for very low ratio Γ <10−3 (Figs. 2, 4–
6). The Lorentz force is dominantly acting radially inwards, and it
scales with the square of applied current. At the bottom electrode,
current is concentrated near the center that in turn generates
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Fig. 9. Hartmann swirling flow (S = 104 , Ha = 102 ).

(Fig. 4). With increasing Ha, a low pressure region develops along
the vertical axis due to the centrifugal force. If the accumulated
swirl is sufficiently high, the centrifugal force opens the rope
tornado leading to the apparition of a vortex breakdown (Fig. 5).
This vortex appears due to the opposite flow (downdraft in the
picture) driven by the pressure gradient existing between the
opening mouth of the rope tornado and the surrounding nonrotating fluid. The vortex breakdown occupies the upper part of
the domain, where weaker swirl velocities are present and where
the poloidal (electro-vortex) flow slows down [33,34].
In Vogt et al. [35] tornado-like structure was obtained with
the combined use of rotating and traveling magnetic field. The
use of a stronger traveling magnetic field was found to drive a

converging poloidal flow that concentrates the angular momentum at the axis of the container. The traveling magnetic field in
Vogt et al. [35] plays a similar role to the electro-vortex flow in
the present study.
As the external magnetic field increases, the tangential MHD
force enhances the centrifugal force at the tornado surface. This
process strengthens the vortex breakdown which pushes the
electro-vortex out of the axis region. It results in a widening of
the tornado, V and trumpet shapes can be obtained.
For the range of Γ ∼10−3 –10−2 . During the tornado regime,
the electro-vortex is weakened by the apparition of the vortex
breakdown, the poloidal kinetic energy decreases (Fig. 11). The
centrifugal force counters the poloidal Lorentz forcing. The end
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Fig. 10. Electric current lines.

of the tornado flow regime can be characterized by the extinction
of the electro-vortex flow when the vortex breakdown occupies
almost all the domain.
The cyclone happens when the centrifugal force overcome
the poloidal Lorentz force, the poloidal flow is totally reversed
(Γ ∼10−2 –1). Although the poloidal flow exists, the dominant
flow is mainly in the azimuthal direction. The angular momentum is now smoothly distributed throughout the domain by the
poloidal flow and by turbulent diffusion. A very calm region

extends along the axis. A continuous increase of azimuthal kinetic
energy occurs over the range of Ha = 0 to Ha = 10 (Fig. 12).
Simultaneously, the poloidal kinetic energy is up to two order
of magnitude lower than that in the tornado and electro-vortex
regimes (Fig. 11). However, a further increase of magnetic field
magnitude enhances the overall poloidal flow, which is driven
by an Ekman pumping mechanism. A minimum can be seen for
Ha>10−1 , and for high currents (S > 104 ).
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Fig. 11. Volume averaged poloidal kinetic energy inside the fluid domain.

Fig. 12. Volume averaged angular kinetic energy inside the domain.

Locally, a sufficiently large induced radial current is generated.
Interestingly, this compression reduces the effective surface of
the top electrode over which the current enters the domain (see
Figs. 8 and 10). In this region, the poloidal Lorentz force is no
more curl-free (Fig. 8). The prime effect of this compression is to
generate a new electro-vortex at the top surface which further
support the Ekman driven poloidal flow. This is in accordance
with the general understanding that for moderate or high Ha
numbers, MHD minimizes Joule heating dissipation by restructuring the flow. Here the restructuration tries to minimize the
swirl accumulation by enhancing its evacuation by the poloidal
flow. The creation of a new electro-vortex at the top electrode
is a crucial ingredient for the generation of the inverse tornado.
The flow (vortex breakdown, updraft) and pressure field inside
the inverted tornados are very similar to the flow inside tornados
encountered for Γ <10−2 . These inverted tornados are developed

If Ha is further increased, Ekman pumping can become strong
enough so that a swirl confinement can again occur. This time
accumulation of swirl emerges within an annulus near the top
electrode surface, giving birth to an inverted tornado. Here, a new
vortex breakdown also occurs that turns in the same direction
as the original electro-vortex. Afterwards, we will see that the
induced currents play an important role in the apparition of
this inverted tornado. In the electro-vortex, tornado and cyclone
flow regimes induced currents are smaller in magnitude than
the applied current. In other words, the electric current distribution (Fig. 10) and the poloidal Lorentz force (Figs. 4–7) are
sensibly the same as the one without magnetic field (Fig. 10).
These induced currents are the strongest where the flow is the
strongest. For cyclones and inverse tornados where sufficient
swirl accumulation occurs (S<108 and Ha >10), the current lines
are bent and compressed near the large electrode at the top.
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Fig. 13. Flow pattern maps for different S and Ha numbers. (RT): Rope tornado, (T) tornado, (C) cyclone, (IT) inverted tornado, (D) Hartmann swirling flow.

the industrial processes. As an example in aluminum electrolysis,
the presence of gas bubbles all over the electrode induces strong
inhomogeneous currents. In the presence of a weak axial magnetic field, it is enough to have a few cm2 of electrode surface
without bubbles to generate locally a electro-vortex, a tornado or
a cyclone in the bath region.
Of note, these MHD tornados are mainly driven by the radial
and tangential component of the Lorentz force. The development
of the MHD tornados is not the fruit of any pulling above the
surface as known in the laboratory suction vortexes, here the
driving source of the flow field is located at the neck of the tornado. Intriguingly these MHD tornados share very similar features
with the atmospheric tornados [32,33], such as the presence of
vortex breakdown, low pressures at the surface and downdraft
flow inside the core.
The simultaneous application of an electric current and an axial magnetic field generates a large variety of fluid flows. Depending solely on two dimensionless parameters, S and Ha, electrovortexes, tornado, cyclones, inverted tornado, Hartmann swirling
flows are generated. All these flows deserve further studies, especially the transition from one flow regime to another, 3D turbulence and multiphase aspects.

only for large S and large Ha numbers, notice the right top corner
of the flow pattern map (Fig. 13).
For large N, the compression of the electric currents lines by
the induced currents is much stronger (see Ha = 102 for S<106 in
Fig. 10). The electric currents are now flowing almost vertically,
further reducing the curl component of the Lorentz force, which
results in strong decrease of poloidal flow. A strong damping of
the radial and tangential velocity components occurs because of
the Hartmann component of the Lorentz force, ∼ −Ha2 U /Pm . By
comparing Fig. 4 with Ha = 102 in Fig. 10, it can be seen that
the radial spreading of original current pattern (Ha <<1) has been
balanced by the radial induced currents. By reducing the radial
currents magnitude, the poloidal Lorentz force becomes curlfree, in addition the angular momentum loses its driving force
(see Ha>10). This explains the scaling (Eq. (17)) which is very
different from one obtained by [5,36–40]. While in our geometry
the current flows between two parallel horizontal electrodes,
in [5,36–40] configurations include at least one vertical electrode
in which radial currents cannot vanish. There, at high Hartmann
numbers the induced currents force the radial current to flow
almost entirely inside the Hartmann layer(s). In our configuration,
the remaining azimuthal forcing region is located within the bottom Hartmann boundary layer. Inside, the flow experiences less
Joule dissipation, giving rise to a thin swirling plane jet flowing
radially outward (Fig. 9).
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6. Industrial pertinence and conclusion

Data availability

Depending on the industry and on the properties of the processed material, the parameter S can reach 1012 . In the electric
arc furnaces, electroslag remelting process, vacuum arc remelting processes and aluminum reduction cells, the applied current
ranges from 5k to 150 kA. This current can pass successively
through different fluids, such as a plasma, a slag and a liquid
metal layers. External magnetic fields in order of a few mTesla
are generated by the surrounding electric current lines, or by the
presence of neighbor processes. Thus, depending on the size of
the electrode (<10 m), Hartmann number can exceed 102 . Therefore, most the flow predicted in the present study can develop in

The data that supports the findings of this study are available
within the article.
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Fig. 14. 3D visualization of the observed flow patterns.
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